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1. INTRoDUC~~N 
In [l] two of us investigated the problem of determining those cardinals 
01, l3, y, 6, A for which the following statement, abbreviated #(S, /I, 01, A, y), 
holds: “Whenever V is an a-dimensional vector space over a field of h 
elements, and the &dimensional subspaces of V are partitioned into y 
classes, there is some P-dimensional subspace of V all of whose S-dimen- 
sional subspaces are in the same class.” 
In this paper, we investigate the related question of which cardinals 
cx, p, y, and 6 make the following statement valid: “Whenever V is an 
a-dimensional vector space over GF(2) and I’ = U,,+, A, , there are some 
U E [ VI4 (the set of p-element subsets of V) and some u < y such that if 
1 < t < 6 and WE [U]$, then C WE A, .” This statement will be abbre- 
viated (IX) + </3): . (We could of course ask the same question with a 
field of h elements replacing GF(2). However, we have no interesting 
results when h # 2.) Note that the statement (a) ---t </3): only makes 
sense if 6 < w. 
The statement (LX> + (,/3)~ has a simple set-theoretic formulation in 
terms of the symmetric difference, A, of two sets. We will use the notation 
Ai& = (A:::&) AAt . We also take a cardinal to be the least ordinal 
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of a given equipotence class. In particular, we write w for the first infinite 
cardinal. (a) -+ (/3); is equivalent to the statement “Whenever [a]cw = 
lJacv A, there are some B E [[oI]<~]~ and some r~ < y such that, if 1 < t < 8 
and {C& E [Bit, then d:=,Ci E A, .” (The equivalence can be seen by 
taking V = (x E (0, l)a : I(7 E 01 : x(r) = 1}1 < w} and associating each 
element x of V with x-l({l}). In this case, x + y is associated with 
x-‘GlH ~FW>).) 
Under the assumption of the generalized continuum hypothesis and 
the nonexistence of inaccessible cardinals greater than w, we have been 
able to determine the validity of ( a: + (/3): for given ,L?, 6, and y for all ) 
except at most finitely many values of QI. 
Section 2 consists of the development of the necessary results and 
counterexamples. The main theorems and some questions are presented 
in Section 3. 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF RESULTS 
Throughout this paper, we assume that the results about (LX} + (p)~ 
are not vacuous. Thus, we assume that 2 < 6 ,< w, 6 < /3 + I, 1 < y, 
p < CY if a: 3 w and p < 2” if a: < w. We also note the following trivial 
implications: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 01 < CL’, p < p’, y < y’, and 6 < 8’. 
(4 ?f<4 - <P>t , tl2en (a’> - CPX . 
(b) V<d --f CP’>t , then (4 - C,% . 
(c) iT(4 - @>I, , then (a> - CP>l? . 
(cl) If <a? - <P>;’ , then (a> - <P?$ . 
The following lemma relates the statement $(I, p, 01, 2, y) and 
<a> - <PX * 
LEMMA 2.2. 
(a) If 1 < p < w and $(l, p, 01, 2; y), then (01) - (p).~“. 
fb) VP 2 w and $0, P, 01, 2, y), then <a> - <P>;Y .
(c) If2 < ,8 < w and (a) - <p)~~~, then #(l, p, 01, 2, y). 
Cd) If P 3 w and <a> - <P>;+l, then $0, P, ~~2, Y>. 
(e) If2 < p < w and y 3 W, then (a) - (p)f?’ and #(l, p, a, 2, y) 
aye equivalent. 
(f) If ,fl 3 w and y 3 w, then (a) + (p): and #(l, /I, 01, 2, y) are 
equivalent. 
Proof. If S is a set of vectors from some vector space, we let <S> 
denote the subspace generated by S. We denote ((v}) by (a). 
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(a) Let V be an a-dimensional vector space over GF(2) and let 
Y = UD<+$, . For each 0 < y, let B, = {(vi: v E A,\(O)}. Then there are 
some p-dimensional subspace U of V and some G < y such that whenever 
ZJ E U\(O), <v) E B, . Let W be a basis for U; then WE [ P’]fi and, if 1 < t < 
/3+1andH~[W]~,then~H~U\(O)so~H~A,. 
The proof of (b) is obtained from the proof of (a) by replacing p + 1 
with w. 
(c) Let V be an a-dimensional vector space over GF(2) and let 
i(v): v E ~\W = Uo<v & . Let A, = {0} and for a < y let A,+1 = 
(u E V\(O) : (u) E B,). (If CT is a limit ordinal, let A, = D .) Then there are 
some W E [V]S and some (T < y + 1 such that one has C HE A, whenever 
H5WandH#~.LetlJ=(W).NotethatofOsincep>2.Con- 
sequently, if H L W and H # m then C H i 0. Thus, W is a set of 
linearly independent vectors, and hence the dimension of U is p. That the 
1 -dimensional subspaces of U are contained in B,-, is trivial. 
(d) The proof of (d) is similar to the proof of(c). 
(e) follows from (a) and (c), and (f) follows from (b) and (d), 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2 we have from [l] the following results. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
(a) If p -C CO, 6 < w, and y < w, then there is some least integer 
WP, Y, 6) such that <NP, Y, 3) - <P>Z . 
(b) If y < co, then (w) - (CO);. 
(c) If ,8 < w and the generalized contimwm hypothesis is assumed, 
then for each ordinal o, (x$$ --z (/3)::‘. 
(6) If 2 < P < w and the generalized continuum hypothesis is 
assumed, then for each ordinal CT, (K~+~-~) H @)ilfl. 
Proof. In addition to Lemma 2.2 we need only note: 
(a) That JI(1, p, N, 2, r) holds for some N follows from 12, 
Corollary 21. Thus (N) + @)p,” holds hence (N) + (/3): holds, so there 
is a smallest N for which it holds. 
(b) That #(l, w, w, 2, y) holds follows from [4, Corollary 3.51. 
(c) That #(l, p, “t;i ,2, X,) holds is Lemma 2.16 of [l]. 
(d) That m#(l, ,B, X0+0--l, 2, K,) holds is 2.14 of [l]. Since /3 3 2, 
Lemma 2.2(c) applies. 
The following lemma establishes part of the relationship between 
(IX) + (/3): and the arrow relation of [2]. Recall that a: --f (/3)t if and only 
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if whenever [a]” = uoCv A, , there are some B E [a]” and some u < y such 
that [B]* C A, . In the following we use the convention that, if p b CO, then 
p-1=p. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X = 2a if II < w and let h = a if u 3 W. If X + (/3): , 
then (a) -+ <p - l},” . 
Proof. Assume h + (p): . Let V be an u-dimensional vector over 
GF(2) and note that j V j = h. Let V = uOCY A,. For each u < y, let 
Bo = {lx, Y> E [VI” : x + y E A,}. Then [ VI2 = &,, B,, . Since h -+ (/3): , 
there are some WE [Via and some CT < y such that [ WI2 Z B, . Pick a E W 
and let CJ = {a + b : b E W\(a)). Then UE [VliB-l and UC A, . Also if 
(a + b, a + c> E [U12, then since b + c E A, , (a + b) + (a + c) E A, . 
Thus (a) + (/3 - l},” holds. 
Lemma 2.6 is preliminary to a partial converse to Lemma 2.4. We will 
make use of the following notation. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let ~1 > w, let &‘;E [o]<~, and let GE [a]” where 
maxF<p.ThenB(G,I;)=(VE-G: l{n~G:n <~}IEP}. 
Thus, for example, if F = (0, 2}, G = {v,, , vl, v2 , va) and 
v,, < y1 < yg < v3 , then B(G, F) = {I+, , v2). 
The following lemma allows us to assume that we have vectors which 
all have the same overlapping pattern. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let /3 be a regular injnite cardinal and let ,8 < 01. Let 
p < w and let 1v E [[LX]“]@ such that, for all U and V in V, j UA V 1 = p. Then 
there are some JE [a]~12, FE [p]“J2 and V* E [v]B such that, whenever U 
and V are distinct members of V *, U n V = Jand either B(UAV, F) = U\J 
or B(UAV, F) = V\J. 
ProoJ: Since V E [[cc]J]B and for every U and V in V, UA V E [a]~, we 
have immediately the existence of J in [ol]“/z such that, for every U and V 
in V, U n V = J. 
For U E [a]” and j < p, let S(CJ, j) be that element of U with j prede- 
cessors. By transfinite induction iterated p/2 times, we may choose 
V’ E [v]O and order V’ = { WO}O<a so that whenever p < u < p and j < p, 
one has S(W, ,j) < S( W, ,j). We can further assume that there is some 
HE [ p]~/~ such that, for each (r < /3, B( W, , H) = J. 
We now claim that we can choose w * = ( Vo}o<R so that, if c < T < p < p 
andi<j<pand{i,j]nH= m, thenS(VO,i)<S(V,,j)ifandonfy 
if S( V, , i) < S( V, , j). Since [ p\a2 is finite, it suffices to produce for any 
given {i,j} E [p\H]‘, a monotonic function f: 6 + /3 so that whenever 
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(T < T < p < /3 one has S(W,(,) , i) < S(IVf(,) , j) if and only if 
WGd , 4 < W&b) J). 
To this end, let {i, j} E [ p\H12 with i < j. There are two cases to consider. 
In Case 1, for each G < /I there is some T > G such that S( W, , j) < 
S(W, , i). In this case, letf(0) = 0 and assume thatf(o) has been defined, 
for each 0 < T, so that whenever u < p < 7 one has S( WfcO) , j) < 
S(W,(,, , i). Let 7 = sup (f(o): u < T>. By the regularity of p, r < /3. Let 
v > 7 such that S(W, ,j) < S(W,, , i). Let f(~) = v. Now if 0 < 7, then 
S( Wf(,,) , j) < S( IV, , ,j) < S( IV, , i) = S( lVf(,.) , i). In Case 2, there is some 
u < /I such that, for every T > u, S( IV, , i) < S( W, , j) (since for 7 f u, 
W, n W, = J = B( W, , H) and since i # Hand j $6 H, we have S( W,, i) # 
S( W, , j)). In this case, for each v < /?, let f(v) = c + v. Thus, if 
v < T  < /3 one has S( Wfcv) , i) = S( WO+” , i) < S( W, , j) < S( WO+7 , j) = 
S( W& , j). Consequently, the claim is established. 
In particular, we have if 0 < T < /3 and {i, j} E [ p\H12, then S( V, , i) < 
S(V, ,j) if and only if S(V, , i) < S(V, ,j). Let F = (i <p : S( V,A V, , i) 
E V,}. Now, if u < T  < p, one has B(V,A V, , F) = V,\J, as desired. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let /3 be a regular infinite cardinal and let y 3 w, then 
(a) -+ (j?),” if and only if 01-+ (/?): . 
ProoJ: The necessity is Lemma 2.4. Assume (cx) + (P>z and let 
[a]” = Uo+ R, . For each even p < w, order [cY,]“/~ = (E( p, v)),,, and 
write [p] p/2 = {F(p, t)}t<j(B) , where, of course, j( p) = (&). For each even 
p and for each set {u~}~<~(~) C y, let A(p, uO, g1 ,..., uj(+i) = {U E [a]~: 
for each t < j(p), {v, T} E RO, where B(U, 1$( p, t)) = E(p, v) and 
U\B(U, F( P, t)) = E(P, 4). 
Now we may order (A(p, CQ, ,..., c~~(+~):p is even and (u~}~<~(~) _C 
y} u {[E]” : p is odd} = {Bp}p+, . Now [a]cw = &,B, . So, by assumption, 
there are some 11, E [[ol]<U]a and some p < y such that U, _C B, and, if 
(E, F) E [VIZ, then EAF E B, . B, f [a]” for any odd p since, if j E j = 
/ F / = 1 EAF / = p, then 1 E n F j = p/2. Thus there are some even p and 
SOme f4~~) such that A = 4 P, u. , u1 ,..., Q,M). 
Hence, given U and V in V, we have 1 UA Y 1 = p. By Lemma 2.4 there 
are JE [@/2, FE [P]P/~, and W* E [w]O such that, whenever {U, V} E 
[w*]~, one has U n I’ = J and either B(UA V, F) = U\J or B( UA V, F) = 
V\J. Now F = F(p, t) for some t <j(p). 
Let X = (V < ol: There is some U E V* such that U\J = E(p, v)]. Then 
XE [ala. We claim that [Xl2 _C Rot . To this end, let {v, 7) E [Xl2 and pick 
U and V in V* such that U\J = E(p, v) and V\J = E(p, 7). Without loss 
of generality, B(UA V, F) = U\J. Consequently, (UA V)\B(UA V, F) = V\J. 
But UA V E A(p, u. ,..., uj(& and B(UA V, Ft) = E(p, v) and (UA V)\ 
B(UA V, Ft) = E(p, y), so {v, v) E R,+ as desired. 
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As a consequence of Lemma 2.7, we have from [2] the following results. 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume the generalized continuum hypothesis. Let 01 > w 
and let ,I3 < 0~. 
(a) If ye < CX, then (01) - <p)t 
(b) If /3 3 w and ye > 01 then (cx) jt </3>; 
Proof. (a) Assume y+ < 01. By [2, theorem I], 01- $3): . Thus by 
Lemma 2.4, we have (a) --f (fi - l),” . If j? 3 w this is (cy) - @)c . If 
/3 < w, then in fact (E) + (w>t so (a) + (/3): . 
(b) Assume /3 3 LU and y+ 3 CK By [2, Theorem I] CY ft (u): . Thus, 
by Lemma 2.7 we have that (a) ++(w)l . Since p >, w, we have 
(a> ++ <p>: . 
The following result is needed to obtain the fact that (p) -+ (/?I>: fails if 
/3 is an infinite successor and y < w. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let j3 be a regular cardinal, /‘!l > w. If (p} --f (p): , then 
P - u% . 
Proof. Let [p]<W = {E(p)},,, . Assume </3> -+ @),” and let [/3]” = 
(Jocv A,. For each U E [P]<w, let B(U) = {V E U : I{7 E U : 7 < v}I < 
i 77 E U : 77 > v}I}. (Thus B(U) is the first half of U if / U / is even.) For 
each g < y, let B, = {Ii : {v, q’, E A, where B(U) = E(v) and U\B(U) = 
E(d). 
By assumption, there are w E [[/3]<“]0 and (3 < y such that W C B, and, 
if (U, V} E [ tv12, then UA V E B, . Since /3 > w and p is regular, we may 
assume that there is some p < w such that tu _C [PI”. 
We may choose a subfamily V* E [W]a and a set J such that if 
{U, V} E [V*12, then U n V = J. Ordering W* by the first member of 
U\J we in fact obtain W' E [w*]~ so that if (U, I’> E [W’lz, then either 
max(U\J) < min(V\J) or max(V\J) < min(U\J). Let X = (v: There is 
some U E W' such that E(v) = U\J}. Now, if (v, 7: E [X12, then we have U 
and V in W' such that U\J = E(v) and V\J = E(r). Without loss of gene- 
rality, max U\J < min V\J. Since j U\J j = 1 V\J / , we have B(UA V) = 
U\J = E(v) and (UAV)\B(UAV) = V\J = E(T). Since VA V E B, , 
(v, q> E A, . Thus [Xl” C A,. 
LEMMA 2.10. Assume the generalized continuum hypothesis and let p 
be an inJinite nonlimit cardinal, then <p> ft <p>i , 
Proof. By [2, Theorem I], we have that ,f3 + (/I);. Since /3 is a nonlimit 
p is regular so by Lemma 2.9, (p) -+ {p)“, . 
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The following lemma is needed to prove that </I) + (,8): for nonregular 
limit cardinals. Its proof uses methods of [2]. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let h and p be cardinals such that X = pL’ = 20. Then 
there exists a collection of pairwise disjoint sets (Gl,},,, such that [A]+J = 
tJo+ aC, and, for every A E [[X]<W]u and every B E [ [X]+lA and every u < p, 
there are some y E A and x E B such that y u x E QIO .
ProoJ Let [[X]<w]a = {g,,)O<A (with 9Y0 = [PI<“). For each 0 < p, let 
CYO,, = m. Let p < h and assume that, for each 7 < p, we have chosen 
~@wJhT<LL such that: 
(1) For each 0 < P, K,, 2 Uvcn K,, . 
(2) For each 7 < 7, if lJ9Y7 C 71 and if x E [A]<w such that max x = 7, 
then there exists { y c } 0<u C g7 such that, for u < p, y0 v x E Qr?=,, . 
(3) uo<u u K,, c 7 + 1. 
(4) If ff < T < p, then UC,, n 9,, = m 
(5) If g < p and x E Q&\&,, @,,, , then 77 E x. 
All conditions are easily verified when 7 = 0. If p < CL, then there is no 
T < p such that Ug’r C p. Consequently, we may let GYO,, = 2 for each 
0 < p and p < p. In this case (I), (3), and (4) are clearly satisfied and (2) 
and (5) are satisfied vacuously. 
We now assume p > p. Let {x E [X]cw : max x = p} = {x,},<, and let 
I97 : T < p and usT C p) = {Cy)V<U (with repetition as necessary to fill 
out the list). Since 9Y0 = [p]cw, the latter set is nonempty. Order 
P x P x P = CC% 9 (7 > bNT<,, . For each T <II we choose inductively 
Y+tT,LT E Cc7 so that Y,,~,*~,~, U xL7 $ { y. ,5 ,& U xLV : 7 < 71. This can be 
done since I{ Y~,,~E~+, u x,,, : 7 < ~}1”< i T I < p while I{ y u x+: 
y E Cc7)j = p. (Note that 1 xL7 I < w and if y U xg = y’ u xL7 then 
YdYF c XL7 .> 
For each G < p, let &,, = lJ‘<,, GZO,, U{ Y~,<,~ u x, : E < 11 and L < p}. 
Condition (1) is trivially satisfied. Since, for each E < p and L < ,u, 
UC, _C p and max x, = p we have conditions (3) and (5) satisfied. To verify 
condition (2) note that if U9Y7 C p and x E [h]cw such that max x = p, 
then 9Y;, = CE and x = x, for some c and 1. Then { yV,:,‘ : u < p} is as 
required by condition (2). Finally, condition (4) is satisfied by the con- 
struction of { Y~,~,‘ : 0 < p., 5 < CL, L < p} and the fact that condition (4) 
held at previous levels. 
Now, for each u such that 0 < 0 <p let Q& = lJD<,, ass,. Let @,, = 
ww\uo<Gr<o: 6% and note that Gk’,, >_ lJpcA &,, . Then {0&+ is a collection 
of pairwise disjoint sets and [.k]<# = lJV<p CZ, . Now let A E [[h]<wy; let 
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BE [[h]<W]A, and 0 < CL. Now A = a7 for some T. Pick p’ < p such that 
T < p’ and sup U9J7 < p’. Since j B I = A, there is some x E B such that 
max x > p’. Let p = max X. Then !Jg;, C p and max x = p so, by condi- 
tion 2, there is some y0 E 9?‘, = A such that y0 v x E 0& . 
LEMMA 2.12. Let h and p be cardinals such that h = pf = 2~. Then 
there are disjoint sets SY9, and gI , such that [h]+ = 93,, n SQ , and whenever 
B E [[h]Q’lA there is {x, , x1, yO , yI} _C B such that x0 U y, E 93’,, and 
XlUYlE~(1. 
ProoJ Let {&JO<iL be as guaranteed by Lemma 2.11 and let C&, = a,, 
and gl = Uo<o<u 6Y0 . Let A E [BIU and pick (x,, , xi> C B and { y,, , y,} _C A 
as guaranteed by Lemma 2.11. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let X and ,l3 be cardinals such that w  < h = cf@) < /I 
and let {z+$}~<,, be cojinal in /3. Let A E [[/3J<“]fl. Then there are some B C ,8 
and some { VJO(h - CA such that /{v < h: There is some u < h such that 
(VOW) n [A , h+J + @}I = h and whenever (T < T < h one has 
V, n Y, = B. 
Proof. Since cf@) > w, we may assume that there is some t < w such 
that A _C [,G’]“. We may choose inductively { WO}o<A such that j{v < A: There 
is some G < A such that W, n [& , &+J # ,@}I = A. (We use the fact 
that, for v < h, I[qQ / = ) ltry I .) Th en, since X is regular, we may find B 
and { VA<A c {W&CA such that V, n V, = B when u < T -K B. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let /3 be a cardinal such that cf@) < ,8 and cf@) = p+ = 
2@ for some cardinal p, then (6) -ft (/3>: . 
Proof. Let h = cf(p) and let (#y}y<A be cofinal in /3. Let 9,, and gr be 
as guaranteed by Lemma 2.12. For i < 2, let Ai = {V E [p]<w : (v < h: 
V n [& , &,+i) # @} E gi>, then [/3]<” = A, u A, . Suppose there are 
;T;i;2 and V E [[p] <w ] a such that V C Ai and, whenever (V, W> E [VIZ, 
Choose’;V } ~ ,,<,, _C W and B as guaranteed by Lemma 2.13. Let, for each 
(T < A, K, = {v -C A: [&, , &+J n (V,\B) f m>. By Lemma 2.13. 
I@ < h : v E K, for some u>/ = A. Since each K, is finite, we have 
IK, : G < A>/ = A. Thus, by Lemma 2.12, there are u and T less than X 
such that K, u K, $ 9Yi . But K, u K, = (V -c X : [$, , #,+,) n (V,,d VJ f 
m}, thus V,o V, $ Ai , which is a contradiction. 
In the presence of the generalized continuum hypothesis and the absence 
of inaccessible cardinals bigger than w, Lemmas 2.10 and 2.14 show that 
<P> - <P% f ai s -1 except possibly when cf@) = w. If /3 = w, then by 
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Lemma 2.3 we have (/3) + (/3); for y < w. The following lemma esta- 
blishes that (p) -+ (p): holds if y < w  = cf@) < p. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let y < w and let p > cf(p) = w, then (p) -+ (p): . 
Proof. Let hLw be a set of cardinals cofinal in p, and assume that 
pt < ps when t < s. Let [/31Cw = uoCv A, . Using [2, Lemma 31, in a 
fashion similar to the proof of [2, Lemma 3B], we obtain disjoint sets 
C%<U with the following properties: 
(1) For each t < w, 1 S, / = rut . 
(2) ut<w St c P. 
(3) ~Ai3<Y is supercanonical in {St}t<w , for sets of size 2’+l or less. 
That is if Y < 2y+l and A E [&,, S,]’ and BE [utCw St]’ and (t : A n 
St # m} = {t,, t, ,..., t,}, with t, < t, < ... < t,, and {t : B n St # CT} = 
{so , Sl >..-, s,}, with s,, < s, -C *** < s, , and for each i, with 0 < i < p, 
1 A n Sti 1 = j B n ,!i’,* / , then A and B are in the same cell of {Ao}o<y . 
In particular, we have that if Y < 2+l, A E [lJtCw St]‘, B E [UtCw SJ’, 
for each t<wJAnS,jE{O,2} and jBnS,~~{O,2}, and I(t<w: 
A n St # ,@}I = l{t < w  : B n St f @}I, then A and B are in the same 
cell of {A,},<, . By the pigeon hole principle, there exist j < Y < y and 
CT < y such that, whenever A E [&,, St]<zY’l+l and, for each t < w, 
~AnS,[~{O,2} and I{t<w :AnS,# m}l~{2j,2~}, then AEA,. 
Write, for each t < w, St = {d(t, ,D)}~<,+ . For each t < w, and each p 
such that 1 < p < pt, let 
Let tv = (B(h * 2’, p) : h < w and 1 < p < P~.~,}. Then / V I = p, and, 
for h < w  and p such that 1 < p < ph.2v, we have l(t < w  : B(h . 2~, p) n 
S, # @}I = 2r. Thus, since for each h < w  and 1 < p < pLh.27 and each 
t < w, I B(h * 2’, p) n St ] E {0,2}, we have V C A,. Now let {B(h . 2*, p), 
B(q . 2’, v)> E [v12. If h = q then v f p and l{t < w  : (B(h . 
2?, p) d B(q . 2’, v)) n St # ,@>I = 2i. If h # q then I{t -=c w  : (B(h e 2T, p) 
OB(q . 2’, v)) n St f m}[ = 2’. In either case, for every t < o, I(B(h . 
2?, p) OB(q * 2’, v)) n S, / E {0,2}. Thus B(h . 2+‘, p) OB(q . 2’, V) E A, , as 
desired. 
This result completes our available information about (a> -+ (/3); . 
The following result of Schur [6] (see also [7]) will be useful for 
Lemma 2.17. Note that [u!e] = CL0 r!/i!. 
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LEMMA 2.16. (Schuu) Let 0 < I. < w. rf (1, 2 ,..., [r!e]} = lJoJD , 
then there are some x arzd y such fhat {x, y, x f y} C A, . 
LEMMA~.~~. Lef2~y<w,letp=Kg,lett(y)=2[y!e]-11.Then 
(%+td - Go,” . 
Proof. Let 01 = NE+t(Y). Let V be an a-dimensional vector space over 
GF(2), and let I/ = lJO+ A, . For each g < y, let B, = {D E [ V]<m : 
C D E A,). Write V = {v,>,<~ . 
Let P = I7:!J:+l 
[VI 
y. For each s E P, let C, = {{u,~ , utlz ,..., u,~(~),,) E 
t(Y)+1 : ?I < r/2 < . .* < T~(,,)+~ and, for every q < t(r) + 1, (u,,~ , 
V l)z ,..., unQ} E Bso}. Then [ Vlt(+l = lJsEP C, . By [2, Theorem I], we have 
E --f (p)y+l, where n = yt(y)+l. (This portion of [2, Theorem I] is due 
independently to Kurepa [5].) Consequently, noting that [ P 1 = n, there 
are some U E [ VJa and some s E P such that [ Ult’+l C C, . Note that, if 
q < t(y) + I, then [Up C B,* . (To see this, let (v,~, vVz ,..., ~1,~) E [U]Q 
with 71~ < Q ... < qn . Pick 7a+l < .‘. < ?I~(,,)+~ , with 7a < rluYl . Then 
luvl, vvi? ,..., vRtcy)+l) E G so {sl ,..., ~~4) E BSq .> Let for g < Y, Do = 
{q : 1 < q < [r!e] and spg = G}. Then {1,2 ,..., [Y!e]} = lJocY D, , so by 
Schur’s theorem (Lemma 2.16), we may find X, y, and 0 < y, such that 
{x, y, x + y} c D, and x < 2y. Let z = 2y - x. 
Let FE [U]” and let U\F = U p<i3 S, where, for each p < j3, i S, j = .t: 
and {SD},,, is a pairwise disjoint collection. Let T = {C F + C S, : 
p < /3}. Now 1 T 1 = /3. If II E T, then for some p, u = 2 (F u S,) and 
1 F u S, 1 = x + z = 2y while sev = (T. That is, F u S, E B, so u E A, . 
Next let {u, v} E [T12. Then u + v = C S, + C S, = C (S, U S,) for 
some p < p < p. Now 1 S, u S, 1 = 2x, while snz = 5. Thus, S, u Su E B, 
sou+v~A,. 
Finally, let {u, v, w> E [T13. Then II + v + w = C (F U S, U S,, U S,) 
for some p<p<v<p. Now j F u S, u S, u S, [ = 2-v + 2x while 
S 21J+2z = u. Thus, F u S, u S, u S, E B, so u f u + w E A, . 
LEMMA 2.18. For any caudirzal 01 (with CY > CO), <CX> ++ (CO): . 
Proof. [oL]<~ = Uocw [01]0. Suppose we have some iu E [[a]<(O]W and 
some 0 < w such that, whenever {U, V, W} E [WI3 we have {U, UA I’, 
UA VA W} c [01]0. Since for any {U, V> E [w]~, we have / UA V / = u and 
I U 1 = u, we have some J such that / J i = a/2 and, for any {U, V} E [to12, 
U n V = J. But then letting CJ, V and W be any three members of w we 
have / VA VA W I = 2a, a contradiction. 
Our final lemma stands in contrast to Lemma 2.17, establishing that if 
(01) + (p); holds, then p < w. 
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LEMMA 2.19. For any cardinal 01 (with 01 3 Kl), (a!) jt (N,): 
Proof. Let A, = &,, lJg+, [LX]~“~(~~:~) and let A, = Ut+, lJnCw 
[ml 22t+1(2pi1) (Thus, for B E [cx]<~, 5 E A, if and only if 1 B I has an even 
number of ‘factors of 2.) Suppose we have o < 2 and W E [[a]+JK1, such 
that, whenever {T, U, V, W> E [VI* we have (T, TAU, TAUA V, 
TAUAVA W} C A, . Without loss of generality there is some t < w such 
that w C [a]“. There are VI’ E [w]~I, and JE [cx]+’ such that, whenever 
(U, V} E [VIZ, we have U n V = J. Now let {T, U, V, W} E [w’]~ and let 
j= 1 Jl. Then / TAUI = 2(t -j) and 1 TAUAVAWI = 4(t -j). Thus, 
TA U E A,, if and only if TA UA VA WE A, , a contradiction. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
As previously remarked, we have, under the assumption of the 
generalized continuum hypothesis and the nonexistence of inaccessible 
cardinals (that is regular limit cardinals) bigger than w, been able to 
determine the validity of (a> + <p)z for all but possibly finitely many 
values of CL, given any p, y, and 6. The exclusions of the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.1 describe these unknown values, except for the case /3, y, and 
6 are all finite. In this case, the value of N(p, y, 8) is not known, although 
crude bounds can be determined from [3]. Recall that we have assumed 
ybL~>2,~</3+ lifp<w,6~wifp~w,P~2a:ifa<w,and 
j3 <olifa>m. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the generalized continuum hypothesis and 
assume that there do tiot exist inaccessible cardinals greater than CO. Exclude 
the possibility that any of the conditions (a), (b) or (c) holds: 
(a) 6<w,p<w,y=K,,andK,+,-,~a<X~T~; 
(b) 6 = 4, y < w, /3 = K, > cf@) = w, and 01 < x0+,(,,) ; 
(c) 6 = 4, y  < w, cf(p) > CO, ,O = N, , and N, < 01 < N,,,(,). 
(NP, Y, 8 and t(y) aye as in Lemmas 2.3(a) and 2.17 respectively). 
Then <a> -+ C/3>: holds if and only if one of the following 10 statements 
holds. 
(1) Y = 1; 
(2) 8=2andP= 1; 
(3) 6=2,a>w,y<a,andp<a; 
(4) 6 = 2, a > w, y < cf(ol>, and j3 = CU; 
(5) s = 3, p < ol,ol>o,andy+<a~; 
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(6) 6 = 3, p = cd > co, cf(rX) = w, and y < w; 
(7) 6 = 4, y < w, P = X, , and 01 3 %+,(,); 
(8) P < w, y < w, CY 2 NP, y, 9; 
(9) /? < w, y = X, , and a 3 k$+g--l; 
(10) ,8 = w and y < co. 
Proof. That each of statements (1) through (4) is sufficient for 
(a) --f (/I); is trivial. That each of the statements (5) (6), (7), (8), (9), and 
(10) imply (a) --+(p)~ follows from Lemmas 2.8(a), 2.15, 2.17, 2.3(a), 
2.3(c), and 2.3(b), respectively. 
Now assume that each of the statements (1) through (10) fails and 
(a) + (p): holds. Since statement (1) fails we have y > 2. 
We claim next that 6 > 3. Suppose instead that S = 2, and note that, 
since (2) fails, p > 2. If LY. < w we must have, by the pigeon hole principle, 
y < 2ai and hence, since (8) fails, that 01 < N@, y, S). But this contradicts 
the choice of N(& y, 6) as the least value for which (N(& y, 6)) ---f (j3): 
held. Thus 01 > w. But then, since /3 >, 2 and (a) + (/I>: holds, we must 
have trivially either (3) or (4) holding. This contradiction establishes that 
6 3 3. 
We claim next that p 3 w. Indeed, suppose p < w. Then we have, 
since (9) fails, either y < w or both y = N, and o( < KP++l . Suppose 
y = K, and a: < K,$ . B ’ Then by exclusion (a), we have 01 < K0+S--2. Since 
6 >, 3, we have, by Lemma 2.3(d), that (Kp+F-z) + (S - l)& . And, since 
p > 6 - 1, we have (a> + (p):, a contradiction. Thus we have y < w. 
Since (8) fails, and since p < o, we have a: < N(& y, S) again contra- 
dicting the choice of N@, y, 8). Thus, p > w as claimed. 
Next we claim that 6 < 4. Suppose instead 6 3 5. Then by Lemma 2.19, 
/3 < w and hence p = w. Since (10) fails, y 3 w. But then, by Lemma 2.18, 
(a> +-+ CPX > a contradiction. 
We thus have that y 3 2, /3 >, w, and 3 < 6 < 4. Suppose now that 
6 = 4. By Lemma 2.18, we have y < w. Since (10) fails, /I > w. Since (7) 
fails, we must have a < rt,+,(,) , where p = N, . Since we assume that no 
inaccessible cardinals bigger than w exist, there are three cases to consider: 
(i) /3 is a limit cardinal and /3 > cf(p) = w; 
(ii) p is a limit cardinal and ,f3 > cf@) > w; 
(iii) j3 is a successor. 
Case (i) is impossible by exclusion (b). In either of the cases (ii) or (iii) we 
have, by exclusion (c), that 01 = p. But then, case (ii) is impossible by 
Lemma 2.14 (note that cf(p> is regular and hence, under our assumptions, 
a successor). Case (iii) is impossible by Lemma 2.10. 
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Thus 6 = 3. Since (5) fails, we have either cx = p or both /I < 01 and 
y+ > 01. But by Lemma 2.8(b), this latter alternative is impossible. Thus 
we have 01 = p. 
We claim p > w. Indeed, if /3 = w, then y > w  since (10) fails. But, we 
have w  ft (w): so, by Lemma 2.7 we have (/3) + (p),” a contradiction. 
Since (6) fails, we have either cf@) > w  or both cf(p) = w  and y 3 o. In 
the former case we have, by Lemma 2.10 or 2.14 depending on whether /3 
is a successor or a limit, (01) + (p),” which is a contradiction. Thus, 
cf@) = w  and y > w. But then {p) + (/3):, so (/I> k (p); . This is a 
contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
There are several obvious questions arising from the exclusions of 
Theorem 3.1 as well as its assumption of the generalized continuum 
hypothesis and of the nonexistence of inaccessible cardinals greater than 
w. Of particular interest, in view of the fact that, under the above assump- 
tions, (/3) + (/?)i when cf(j3) > w, is the following question. 
3.2. QUESTION. Does (,8) + (p),” when y < w  and p > cf(j3) = W? 
The statement (CX) -+ (p): can, in its set theoretic version, be restated 
with “A” replaced by “u.” We have not attempted to deal with this 
question, since our interest arose from the algebraic statement. 
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